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Zebrafish behavior as a gateway to nervous system assembly
and plasticity
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ABSTRACT

Nervous system assembly relies on a diversity of cellular processes
ranging from dramatic tissue reorganization to local, subcellular
changes all driven by precise molecular programs. Combined, these
processes culminate in an animal’s ability to plan and execute
behaviors. Animal behavior can, therefore, serve as a functional
readout of nervous system development. Benefitting from an
expansive and growing set of molecular and imaging tools paired
with an ever-growing number of assays of diverse behaviors, the
zebrafish system has emerged as an outstanding platform at the
intersection of nervous system assembly, plasticity and behavior.
Here, we summarize recent advancements in the field, including how
developing neural circuits are refined to shape complex behaviors
and plasticity.
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Introduction
Neuronal proliferation, fate specification and migration, as well as
neurite guidance, arborization (branching) and synapse formation, are
classical developmental processes underlying the assembly of the
nervous system. Each phase of neurodevelopment is orchestrated by
diverse molecular-genetic mechanisms that, in turn, coordinate a
dizzying array of intra- and intercellular interactions. The ultimate
output of these processes is a functional nervous system, capable of
detecting and responding to stimuli within the environment, and able
to modify those responses as a result of experience. Many of the
molecular-genetic regulators of neurodevelopment have been
identified through screens in invertebrates, in which the basic
processes of neurodevelopment can be observed in vivo, in fixed
tissue or even as they occur in real time (Chisholm et al., 2016;
Dickson, 2002). However, nervous system development is an
ongoing process that does not end with the formation of synapses.
Processes including the establishment of mature electrophysiological
properties and the strengthening or weakening of synapses through
experience also play crucial roles. How can we understand these
processes better without directly visualizing them unfolding?
Although the zebrafish is a well-established and powerful system

in which to examine directly the classical processes underlying
nervous system development (Hutson and Chien, 2002), a large and
growing body of literature suggests that examination of zebrafish

behavior provides a complementary approach to understanding
neurodevelopment. Apart from optical transparency during
embryonic and larval stages, there are a variety of features that
distinguish the zebrafish as an ideal system for the study of
neurodevelopment and behavior. The zebrafish genome is well
conserved with respect to humans, with 70% of human genes and
82% of disease-associated genes represented in the zebrafish
genome by one or more orthologs (Howe et al., 2013). To
evaluate the impact of genes on neurodevelopment and behavior,
genetic tools (e.g. CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing) are well
developed in the fish (Hwang et al., 2013) and large clutch sizes
facilitate high-throughput, rigorous behavioral analysis (Burgess
and Granato, 2007; Rihel et al., 2010; Thyme et al., 2019; Wolman
et al., 2011). The zebrafish nervous system exhibits significant
organizational homology with respect to those of other vertebrates
(Kozol et al., 2016), and zebrafish exhibit a wide variety of complex
behaviors (reviewed by Fero et al., 2011) with considerable
relevance for human disease (Sakai et al., 2018; Vaz et al., 2019).
Numerous studies have leveraged the reduced complexity of the
larval nervous system by ablating specific neuronal subtypes and
identifying specific behavioral consequences, achieving a circuit-
level understanding that approaches the single-cell resolution
observed in invertebrate systems (Gahtan et al., 2005; Huang
et al., 2013; Lacoste et al., 2015; Liu and Fetcho, 1999; McLean
et al., 2007; Orger et al., 2008).

Forward genetic screens for uncoordinated (unc) phenotypes in
Caenorhabditis elegans have revealed neurodevelopmental
regulatory genes ranging from homeobox genes, guidance cues
and genes regulating synaptic targeting (Brenner, 1974). Zebrafish
genetic screens have been built on this concept (Grunwald and
Eisen, 2002); through examination of behavior, screens have
highlighted significant conservation of the molecular regulators of
neurodevelopment and identified additional vertebrate-specific
mechanisms for building a functional nervous system (Granato
et al., 1996; Muto et al., 2005; Neuhauss et al., 1999). In addition to
providing a platform for unbiased gene discovery, assays of
zebrafish behavior provide a test environment to examine
hypotheses formed based on developmental studies. For example,
studies of nervous system regeneration often use animal behavior as
a readout of whether regeneration is functional (Harvey et al., 2019);
in the same way, one can ask whether or how a particular
developmental perturbation impacts nervous system function.
Finally, zebrafish behavior has been successfully leveraged to
model human neurodevelopmental disease: genes that are identified
through next-generation sequencing in patients can be knocked out
in the fish and behavioral consequences can be rigorously
examined, often in a high-throughput manner (reviewed by de
Abreu et al., 2020; Sakai et al., 2018; Vaz et al., 2019).

In this Spotlight, we highlight recent studies in the embryonic and
larval zebrafish that exploit these unique advantages to uncover
processes underlying functional nervous system development. First,
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we summarize how behavioral development over the embryonic and
larval period is accomplished through the integration of new circuit
modules during nervous system assembly (Pujala and Koyama,
2019). In addition, we highlight studies that reveal how the sensory
environment in early life influences circuit development and
function (Avitan et al., 2017; Groneberg et al., 2020). Next, we
present studies that reveal how behavioral analysis can provide
context for neurodevelopment, often using genetic mutants to
identify processes that are crucial for function (Asante et al., 2021;
Horstick et al., 2020). Finally, we underscore the importance of
post-translational modifications and, in particular, the positioning of
crucial signaling molecules within the appropriate neuronal
subcompartments as a final step in building functional circuits
(Carmean et al., 2015; Jain et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2016; Meserve
et al., 2021; Nelson et al., 2020).

Behavioral development in the fish is mediated by layering
of new circuits onto existing circuitry
Zebrafish begin exhibiting rudimentary behaviors (e.g. spontaneous
coiling) on the first day post-fertilization (dpf) (Granato et al.,
1996; Saint-Amant and Drapeau, 1998) (Table 1, Fig. 1). These
movements are termed ‘spontaneous’ because they occur in the
absence of any stimuli, but embryos begin to interact with their
sensory environment as they grow. In particular, by 3 dpf, zebrafish
respond to touch with characteristic ‘escape’ and ‘struggle’
responses (Liao and Fetcho, 2008; Pujala and Koyama, 2019).
Behavioral complexity increases dramatically after 4 dpf (Table 1,
Fig. 1) when larvae are able to adapt to their particular surroundings,
optimizing their hunting strategies to exploit available prey
(Lagogiannis et al., 2020; Oldfield et al., 2020), habituating to
repeated stimuli (Best et al., 2008), and adjusting their behavioral
thresholds to account for the presence of their siblings (Burgess and
Granato, 2008) (Table 1, Fig. 1). We do not yet fully understand how
the simple neural circuits that permit early behaviors are modified to
accommodate this explosion in behavioral complexity.
In 2019, Pujala and colleagues set out to understand how

zebrafish larvae transition from exclusively performing strong,
whole-body movements (e.g. escapes and struggles) (Table 1,
Fig. 1) to acquiring the ability to perform weaker and more refined,
apparently spontaneous movements (Pujala and Koyama, 2019).
They found that sequentially born subsets of V2a neurons in the
hindbrain exhibit distinct electrophysiological properties and are
selectively active during strong movements (early born) or weak
movements (late born). Moreover, they project their axons
sequentially to specific targets in the spinal cord, synapsing
selectively onto motor neurons mediating strong movements
(early born) or interneurons driving weak movements (late born).
This work highlights many of the advantages of the zebrafish
system, using localized photoconversions, neuronal ablations and
in vivo calcium imaging coincident with behavior analysis. In this
study, the sequential emergence of two distinct patterns of behavior
inspired the discovery of multiple new developmental processes that
beg further study. How do axons from sequentially born neuronal
populations select different guidance trajectories? How is synaptic
partner selection specified in each population? How are distinct
electrophysiological properties for each population encoded?

Circuit function feeds back to influence development
Development continues beyond the establishment of functional
circuits. Nervous system plasticity permits animals to adapt the form
and function of their neural circuits to their surroundings; in the
larval zebrafish, early social cues can exert influence on the later

functioning of the nervous system. Groneberg and colleagues
demonstrated that zebrafish larvae raised in isolation from 3 dpf
exhibit enhanced social avoidance and are more easily triggered to
perform startle responses upon encountering conspecifics (members
of the same species) (Groneberg et al., 2020) (Table 1, Fig. 1). If
isolation begins at 0 dpf, even spontaneous movement is affected;
isolated fish behave like solitary marathon runners, performing
longer and fewer swim bouts compared with their group-raised
siblings. As these phenotypes are sensitive to environmental inputs
at different developmental time points, they suggest two parallel
processes: first, early refinement of locomotor circuitry drives
changes in spontaneous movements; and second, later refinements
modify sensory thresholds. In this study, careful inspection of the
behavior points to the underlying circuitry; enhanced avoidance is
partially mediated through visual inputs, but startles are often
elicited by conspecifics positioned within the fish’s blind spot.
Indeed, plasticity arising from non-visual inputs through the lateral
line has been confirmed through targeted ablations (Groneberg
et al., 2020).

Larval behavior is also sensitive to the presence of prey. Larvae
exposed to live prey (e.g. rotifers) become experienced hunters,
modifying multiple kinematic parameters of their prey strike
behaviors to optimize prey consumption (Lagogiannis et al.,
2020). Practice with live prey additionally shapes activity within
circuits dedicated to processing visual information (Oldfield et al.,
2020). A recent study examined the impact of visual experience on
spontaneous neuronal activity in the optic tectum over the
developmental period during which zebrafish larvae are ordinarily
learning to hunt (4-7 dpf). Avitan and colleagues found that
neuronal activity in the tectum increases from 4 dpf until 7 dpf, and
then decreases (Avitan et al., 2017), mirroring morphological
development in the visual system (early retinal ganglion cell axon
arborization, followed by a period of reduced arbor plasticity)
(Meyer and Smith, 2006). During this time, spontaneous neuronal
activity also becomes more highly correlated between individual
neurons in the tectum. Similar to overall activity, the number of
assemblies (groups of neurons showing coordinated activity), as
well as the number of neurons comprising each assembly, decreases
after 5-6 days. Interestingly, inspection of these processes in fish
reared in the dark found that measures of neuronal network
coordination are reduced relative to their light-reared counterparts.
Highlighting the importance of sensory feedback on the
development of spontaneous tectal activity, Avitan and colleagues
found that dark-reared larvae also have persistent deficits in prey-
hunting behavior (Avitan et al., 2017) (Table 1). Together, these
studies by Groneberg, Avitan and colleagues highlight the value of
studying behavior to understand better how the environment drives
neural circuit plasticity during development.

Careful inspection of animal behavior provides context for
developmental processes
The establishment of functional connections within the nervous
system often involves a complex sequence of events. How are each of
these developmental steps relevant for function, and are any of these
processes dispensable? Neurons of the facial branchiomotor (FBM)
nerve undergo multiple morphological changes that lead to
innervation of the jaw and gill muscles in the zebrafish. For
example, neurons migrate caudally within the hindbrain then axons
are guided rostrally, exit the hindbrain and then arborize over the jaw
musculature to form synapses. Later refinement pares back excess
arbors and synapses. Interestingly, the functional output of this
circuit, jaw movement (Table 1, Fig. 1), does not emerge until long
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after FBM neurons reach their targets. Asante and colleagues
found that the behavioral development closely mirrors later
neurodevelopmental processes: jaw gape magnitude increases
dramatically between 3 and 5 dpf when FBM axons undergo
drastic arborization and synapse formation (Asante et al., 2021).
Gape magnitude then recovers to an intermediate level as axon
arbors and synapses are pruned, highlighting the functional
importance of these processes. Interestingly, the same study found
that a geneticmutation in frizzled3a in offlimitsmutants, which results
in failed caudal migration of FBM neurons (Wada et al., 2006), also
results in defasciculation of axons within their target field. As these
deficits are associated with defects in jaw gaping and feeding,
they suggest that fasciculation is also crucial for establishing a
functional circuit.

In a second study, Horstick and colleagues showed that Notch
signaling establishes turning side preference in the larval zebrafish
(Horstick et al., 2020). Larval zebrafish exhibit stereotyped
responses to a sudden transition from whole-field illumination to
whole-field darkness. In particular, they perform a localized circling
(local search) behavior, in which multiple turns are sequentially
performed to one side (Horstick et al., 2017). Although at the
population level there was no overall preference for leftward or
rightward turning during local searches, individual larvae exhibited
turning side preferences (left- or right-‘handedness’) that persisted
over several days (Horstick et al., 2020). A small cluster of
neurons in the posterior tuberculum, which form a previously
unidentified projection within the habenula, are required for the
development and/or maintenance of ‘handedness’ in the fish. This

Table 1. Examples of embryonic and larval zebrafish behaviors

Behavior Stimuli Description

Age of
onset
(age of
assay) Measurements

Neurodevelopmental
correlations Reference

Spontaneous* behaviors
Spontaneous
coiling

N.A. Spontaneous contraction of
tail, often alternating
between sides

17 hpf Coiling frequency Development of early spinal
circuits

Granato et al., 1996; Saint-
Amant and Drapeau,
1998

Spontaneous
swim

Unknown Refined/caudally localized
tail movements that
provide
propulsion while allowing
the gaze to remain steady

4 dpf Body bend angle;
head angle (yaw)

Late-born V2a neurons in
the hindbrain that
synapse onto late-born
spinal interneurons;
development of specific
electrophysiological
properties

Budick and O’Malley, 2000;
McLean and Fetcho,
2009; Pujala and
Koyama, 2019

Spontaneous
mouth opening
(gape)

N.A. Opening of the mouth via
lower jaw movement

5 dpf Gape magnitude;
gape frequency

Frizzled3a-dependent (off-
limits mutant); FBM axon
fasciculation

Asante et al., 2021

Responses to sensory stimuli
Struggle Touch Backward movement

elicited by low-frequency
tail beating

3 dpf Tail beat frequency Early-born V2a neurons in
the hindbrain that form
synapses onto early-born
motor neurons

Liao and Fetcho, 2008;
Pujala and Koyama,
2019

(Early) escape Touch, acoustic/
vibration,
electrical

Forward movement elicited
by high-frequency tail
beating

3 dpf Tail beat frequency Early-born V2a neurons in
the hindbrain that form
synapses onto early-born
motor neurons

Liao and Fetcho, 2008;
Pujala and Koyama,
2019

Social avoidance Visual, water
movement

Larval zebrafish maintain a
preferred distance with
respect to
conspecifics; preferred
distance is dependent on
developmental presence
or absence of
conspecifics

(6-7 dpf) Inter-fish distances Tuning of avoidance
thresholds based on
presence of conspecifics

Groneberg et al., 2020;
Marques et al., 2018

Local search/
‘handedness’

Loss of
environmental
illumination

Repeated turns biased
toward one side; bias
toward a particular side is
maintained over days

(6-10 dpf) Lock index; net turn
angle; match
index

Notch-dependent
symmetry breaking

Horstick et al., 2017;
Horstick et al., 2020

Complex or learned behaviors
Habituation
learning

Repeated stimuli Animals cease to respond
to repeated, innocuous
stimuli

(4-10 dpf) Habituation (%) Acute regulation of circuit
function (e.g. via post-
translational
modifications)

Best et al., 2008; Nelson
et al., 2020; Wolman
et al., 2015

Hunting Visual Coordinated pursuit and
capture maneuvers in
response to prey or
simulated prey (moving
dots)

(7 dpf) Prey consumption
rate

Maturation of visually
responsive circuits

Avitan et al., 2017; Oldfield
et al., 2020

hpf, hours post-fertilization; N.A., not applicable.
*In reference to behavior and neuronal activity patterns, the term ‘spontaneous’ is used to indicate that behavior/neuronal activity is occurring without the intended delivery of
an extrinsic stimulus.
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work underscores a likely early and stochastic process in the
development of nervous system asymmetry. Although the exact
nature of this asymmetry is not yet known, further integrative study
of the relevant behavior and identified circuit components will
undoubtedly reveal the underlying cellular mechanism. This work
highlights an intriguing developmental process, the breaking of
symmetry, as crucial for circuit function, adding to an existing body
of work describing the role of left-right habenular asymmetry in the
regulation of anxiety-like behaviors and recovery after exposure to a
fearful stimulus (Duboué et al., 2017; Facchin et al., 2015).

Late, local or subtle changes can modulate the emergence
of behavior
Synaptic partner selection is often viewed as the final phase in the
formation of a functional circuit. Interestingly, the emergence of
refined behavior lags temporally after the completion of the ‘classical’
processes of neurodevelopment (e.g. cell migration, axon growth and
pathfinding) (Asante et al., 2021; McLean and Fetcho, 2008; Pujala
and Koyama, 2019), raising the possibility that behavior finally
emerges as a consequence of later, more local and potentially less
overt developmental processes. Indeed, the acquisition of mature
electrophysiological properties and post-translational modifications
of key proteins contribute to behavioral maturation. Nelson
and colleagues revealed that the acute activity of the
palmitoyltransferase Zdhhc17 (also known as Hip14), is required
for theproper functionofhabituation-regulatory circuits (Nelsonet al.,
2020). Recently, Meserve and colleagues showed that Dolk,
a regulator of glycosylation, is required to position Kv1.1 (encoded
by the gene kcna1a), a potassium voltage-gated channel subunit
within circuits that regulate locomotor behaviors (Meserve et al.,
2021). Furthermore, Jain and colleagues demonstrated that larval
responses (selection of a slow versus fast startle) to acoustic stimuli
are biased through the regulation of endocytosis of the G protein
extracellular calcium-sensing receptor CASR (Jain et al., 2018).
Properly positioning these key molecular regulators of behavior
represents a final phase in the maturation of neuronal circuits.
Mapping of the touch-insensitive mutant maco to the gene

encoding PigK, a member of the GPI anchoring complex, provides

another example of the requirement of post-translational
modifications for circuit function (Carmean et al., 2015). In this
study by Carmean and colleagues, behavior provided a crucial
readout, indicating that PigK is required at multiple loci within the
touch-sensory circuit. Similarly, a large-scale mutagenesis screen
by Lin and colleagues recently identified pinball wizard, a zebrafish
mutant with deficits in the acoustic startle response and impaired
retinal development (Lin et al., 2016). pinball wizard mapped to
wrb (get1), which encodes an endoplasmic reticulum-localized
receptor involved in the positioning of tail-anchored proteins within
the plasma membrane. In this case, the behavioral phenotypes are
attributed to the loss of synaptic expression of Synaptobrevin and
Syntaxin 3. In both of these studies by Carmean, Lin and
colleagues, unbiased screens for behavioral mutants highlight the
importance of post-translational protein processing in achieving a
functional nervous system.

Perspectives
Despite recent progress over the past decades, numerous challenges
remain regarding the study of behavior and development using
the larval zebrafish. In particular, behavioral phenotypes (or
lack thereof ) identified through the use of morpholinos and
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing must be interpreted with
caution (El-Brolosy et al., 2019; Lawson, 2016; Stainier et al.,
2017). Going forward, interrogation of the genetic pathways
underlying neural circuit development and behavior should
aim to eliminate gene promoters or entire gene loci (wherever
possible without impinging upon other overlapping genes or
gene regulatory elements) to avoid genetic compensation.
Furthermore, zebrafish present a challenge to obtaining true cell-
type specificity, owing to the limited availability of cell type-
specific genetic driver lines. Moreover, considerable transcriptional
silencing further limits the utility of the Gal4/UAS system.
However, efforts to adapt other transcriptional regulatory
strategies, including the Q system (Subedi et al., 2014) and
intersectional gene expression strategies to achieve increased
specificity (e.g. the use of KillSwitch in Tabor et al., 2018) are
underway in fish.

Handedness
(a. 6 dpf)

Habituation
learning

(a. 4-10 dpf)

Hunting
(a. 7 dpf)

Gaping
(5 dpf)

Social avoidance
(a. 6-7 dpf)

Spontaneous bout
length preference

(a. 6 dpf)

Fine spontaneous
movements

(4-9 dpf)

Spontaneous
coiling
(17 hpf)

Escape
response

(3 dpf)

Struggle
(3 dpf)

Fig. 1. Behavioral complexity increases as the
nervous system develops. Throughout
development, animals perform spontaneous
movements (green), which occur without the delivery
of an extrinsic stimulus. The first behaviors to emerge
are spontaneous coiling movements, which become
frequent before the end of the first day post-
fertilization. Further development leads to the ability
of larvae to perform simple responses to
environmental stimuli (blue), including whole-body
responses (such as struggles and escapes) to
noxious stimuli, which can be evoked by 3 dpf. As
larvae develop, behavior becomes more complex
and animals gain the ability to modify their responses
to stimuli by learning (pink). They additionally gain
the ability to respond to a broader range of stimuli
(ranging from whole-field illumination changes to the
presence of members of their own species) and
acquire the ability to more finely tune their
spontaneous movements. Recent studies have
traced these functional developments back to
neurodevelopmental processes. The age of onset
(colored text) or age at which a given behavior is
assayed (indicated by ‘a.’) is indicated next to each
schematized behavior. hpf, hours post-fertilization.
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Although there are challenges, we now have an incredible
opportunity to understand neurodevelopment through the lens of
behavior using the larval zebrafish. Techniques for stimulating,
capturing and analyzing zebrafish behavior are becoming cheaper
and easier to implement (Joo et al., 2021). Moreover, a wide variety
of new tools allow the unprecedented ability to interrogate the
development of the nervous system. For example, GRASP (GFP-
reconstitution across synaptic partners) has recently been optimized
and utilized in fish to demonstrate that inhibitory interneurons in the
spinal cord, much like excitatory V2a neurons, target specific motor
neuron membrane compartments based on their birth order (Kishore
et al., 2020). Viral gene delivery has also been optimized, allowing
temporal, genetic and spatial control of gene expression, as well as
trans-synaptic circuit tracing (Ma et al., 2020; Satou et al., 2021
preprint). Allowing for a new level of resolution to correlate
neuronal position, neurite morphology and even synaptic patterning
with function, recent studies have functionally identified neurons
based on their activity during a given behavior and subsequently
performed electron microscopic reconstruction of the same neurons
(Vishwanathan et al., 2017). Additionally, new methods for lineage
tracing of unique cell types in the zebrafish brain (McKenna et al.,
2016; Raj et al., 2018), together with single-cell RNA sequencing
techniques (Raj et al., 2018, 2020), can help us to understand how
neuronal fates are specified and how tissues reorganize during
development. A handful of new tools allow us to both visualize and
manipulate nervous system development and function while
assessing the behavioral consequences. Optogenetic (Antinucci
et al., 2020; Förster et al., 2017) and whole-brain calcium imaging
techniques (reviewed by Vanwalleghem et al., 2018), as well as
newly developed genetically encoded voltage indicators
(Abdelfattah et al., 2019; Miyazawa et al., 2018), can be
combined to probe nervous system function and connectivity
in vivo. Light-activated Rac1 allows for the real-time steering of
functional axon guidance in vivo in the zebrafish spinal cord (Harris
et al., 2020), and neuropeptide-receptor proteins adapted from
Hydra permit formation of synthetic synapses between genetically
defined cell types (Hawk et al., 2021). Finally, one of the greatest
remaining challenges in this field is to use these incredible tools to
marry circuit-based and genetic approaches to understand
development through the lens of behavior. As we gain more
resolution into both circuit architecture and the genes that build
those circuits, integrative approaches placing genetic pathways
within the relevant circuitry will allow for a holistic understanding
of how neuronal circuits are built and how they drive behavior.
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